PUT THE SCREWS ON VENEZUELA
Patience With Castro Is Exhausted.

LONG COURSE OF INJUSITICE
Root Reports Refusal to Negotiate Further.

SCORN OF ARBITRATION
Property of American Corporation and Our Colleagues Exploited—Deports Propose Punitive Tariff on Full Power to President.

WASHINGTON, March 28—The long campaign of the United States to get redress for injuries inflicted upon American corporations and our citizens by the Government of the Republic of Venezuela was going to a climax yesterday, when the President received a report of the Root Commission, which, after a six months' investigation, recommended the imposition of a punitive tariff as a means of redress. The Root Report is at least in part a vindication of the position taken by the United States Government throughout the controversy, and it is a clear indication that the United States is not about to yield to pressure, but will stand firm in its demand for redress.

The Root Report, which was submitted to the President, contains a series of recommendations, among which is the demand for a punitive tariff. The report states that the Venezuelan Government has failed to redress the injuries inflicted upon American corporations and our citizens, and that the United States is entitled to compensation in the form of a punitive tariff.

The report also contains a series of recommendations for the future, including the establishment of a standing commission to settle disputes between the United States and Venezuela, and the appointment of a special agent to enforce the claim for redress.

BREAKS FAMILY TIES FOR PRINCE
Anna Gould to Accept Helie de Sagan.

RELATIVES MAKE NO DENIAL
Oppose Her Desire, However, as Long as Possible.

FIGHT FOR HER ESTATE
Has Removed From Sister's House to Hotel and Engaged Concert in Real Property—Princess Admits Their Engagement.

NEW YORK, March 9—A sensational engagement in the family of Princess Anna Gould was announced yesterday, when it was revealed that the Princess had removed from her sister's house to a hotel and had engaged a concert in the real property of her inheritance. The Princess's engagement was announced by her relatives, who have long been opposed to her wish to marry Helie de Sagan, a Frenchman, and who have made it a point of principle to support the Princess in her efforts to gain a divorce from her present husband.

HEARTS IS STILL FAR FROM MAYOR
Legal Battle Dragging Slow Course.

BALLOT BOXES OPENED SOON
Votes Will Be Recounted Before Supreme Court.

TROUBLE NOT THEN OVER